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China slowdown may hit world
BEIJING

C

HINA’S rapid growth is
slowing as its huge stimulus winds down and Beijing cools a credit boom, possibly weakening a global recovery.
The world’s third-largest
economy expanded by 10.3 per
cent in the second quarter over
a year earlier, down from the
first quarter’s explosive 11.9 per
cent growth, the National Bu-

reau of Statistics said yesterday.
China’s ability to help drive a
global recovery might be dented
if slower growth cuts its appetite for United States and European factory machinery, industrial components from Asian
suppliers and iron ore from Australia and Brazil.
“The speed of economic
growth is declining fast,” said
economist Xing Ziqiang of China International Capital Corp in

Beijing. “Countries that export
raw materials to China will feel
a bigger impact from declining
investment.”
China rebounded quickly
from the global downturn, powered by a 4-trillion-yuan (S$811
billion) stimulus and a flood of
bank lending.
But the communist leaders
worry about surging home prices and a possible spike in bad
loans at state-owned banks.

They have imposed curbs on
lending and investment, key
drivers of growth and demand
for raw materials.
Statistics-bureau spokesman
Sheng Laiyun said that despite
the decline, growth is “very
high” and within the government’s target range. The official
growth target for the year is 8
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Apple must fix iPhone 4
for free, says watchdog
NEW YORK

AN INFLUENTIAL consumer
watchdog has cast doubt on Apple’s recent explanation for its
iPhone 4’s antenna problem and
said that the company must offer a free repair.
Consumer Reports, an independent United States product-testing outfit, made this call
after it said on Monday that it
would not recommend the
iPhone 4 because of a hardware
flaw with its antenna that sometimes results in dropped calls,
InformationWeek reported.

In a blog post, Consumer Reports, which has eight million
paying subscribers, said: “Apple
suggested owners mitigate the
problem by holding the phone
differently or purchasing a case.
“But those solutions put the
onus on consumers and skirt Apple’s obligation to offer a product that works consistently and
reliably out of the box.”
The blog added: “We think
it’s the company’s responsibility
to provide the fix.”
Consumer Reports did not
slap the iPhone 4 with a “don’t
buy” warning, which it sometimes issues for shoddy or un-
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PROBLEMATIC: A hardware flaw with iPhone 4’s antenna has
resulted in dropped calls for users. (PHOTO: INTERNET)
safe products, The New York
Times reported on Monday.
But the watchdog said that
because of the design flaw, it
would not recommend it as it
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did the previous version of the
iPhone, the 3GS.
Apple did not respond to
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